
 

 

7 September 2022 
 

Year 11 Homework Timetable  
 
Dear Parents/Carers 
 
If a student completes an hour’s homework per school night for five years, it is the equivalent of an 

extra year at school. 

There are numerous studies which highlight the correlation between exam success and homework, and it is 
well known that learning at home is an essential part of a good education. Regular homework is extremely 
important, since it establishes good study habits, eases time constraints on the amount of curricular 
material that can be covered in class and it supplements and reinforces the work completed in school. 
Research shows that there are many benefits of students regularly completing homework, such as: 
 
▪ The increased progress from 12 months in a year to a possible 20 months; 
▪ The increased retention of knowledge; 
▪ More rapid progress in learning; 
▪ An opportunity to apply what has been learnt in new contexts or situations; 
▪ An improved work ethic through improved study habits; 
▪ A chance to integrate skills with knowledge and concepts; 
▪ Improved self-direction and self-discipline 
▪ Improved time management skills 
 
At TDMS, we firmly believe that getting into good study habits and building routines is the key to success. 
As such, we expect students in Year 11 to complete homework on school nights only – Sunday to Thursday 
– which means that no homework is to be completed on the weekend. Building routines early on well 
ensure that foundations are secure, enabling all students to cope as homework demands increase in later 
years.  
 
Students in Year 11 are expected to complete the following every week: 
1. Daily maths: students will complete Hegarty Maths tasks on a daily basis. 
2. Subject homework consisting of three parts: revision, online quizzing and an application task. 

 

 

        Subject   Number of tasks per week   Total time in minutes per week  

Hegarty maths (online)             1                 90  

English             1                  90 

French/German              1                 75 

Biology             1                 60 

Chemistry             1                 60 

Physics             1                   60 

Option subjects        3 (one homework task  
               per option)  

              3 x 75 

Total hours per week=11 hours 



 

NB: Due to the nature of some of the GCSE courses, Dance, Health and Social Care and Sports Science 
will complete one application task only for the allocated time. No homework will be set for core PE. Please 
see the homework policy 2022-23 for parents/carers for the full homework breakdown. 
 

Hegarty Maths 
Hegarty Maths provides full coverage of the curriculum up to and including GCSE. New material is 
introduced in the videos through well-explained reference to its pre-requisite building blocks. All skills are 
demonstrated through carefully scaffolded examples. Students can revisit any concept to get further 
practice over time to improve working memory and confidence. The methods used by the site are based on 
the cognitive science behind successful teaching and learning. Students should watch the videos, make 
notes and complete the quiz on a particular topic which tests their understanding of the content. Their work 
is marked after every question and a final mark given at the end. Students may retake the quiz as many 
times as they like to improve their scores and revisit any model answers in the video throughout the quiz if 
further support is required. It is a fantastic learning tool. 

Online quizzing 
Interactive online packages support students’ learning by testing what they have learnt in class and then 
providing instant feedback. Through the use of self-marking quizzes combined with teacher feedback, 
online quizzes give students a clear picture of their progress and help them take steps to improve their 
results. Students can access a wealth of reliable, curriculum-mapped materials to support their learning and 
help fill the gaps in their knowledge. There are various online packages available, but at The Four Stones 
MAT we will use a limited, well-chosen selection to ensure an effective revision approach is in place to 
support our students, as well as to mitigate against the need for too many logins. In Year 11, students will 
use Carousel Learning, Educake and Seneca Learning to complete their online quizzing homework. 
 
Pre-reading 
Reading is an essential part of developing students’ vocabulary, understanding and knowledge base. Pre-
reading enables students to familiarise themselves with new knowledge and concepts in advance of the 
lesson thus maximising lesson time. 
 
Flash cards: Flashcards are another way of quizzing and are a powerful tool to aid memorisation of key 
facts.  Research shows that when made correctly, flash cards test knowledge so long-term memory is 
increased and therefore aiding recall in exams at the end of the course. Flashcards exercise the mental 
process of active recall and are a quick way of testing what you know and don’t know. Students can ask 
parents or friends to test them using the flashcards – the more they will recall, the more they will remember.         

Homework detentions 
It is essential that students develop good study habits. C2 homework detentions will be issued for non-
completion. If your child does not complete a piece of homework, you will receive a text message and we 
ask that you work closely with us to reiterate homework expectations and to support your child to develop 
good study habits.  
 
Supporting organisation 
To support students’ organisation, all students will be expected to write the homework timetable into their 
planner. This gives an overview of which subject(s) homework is set for each day. 
 
Homework Support 
To ensure that our students are fully supported, a staffed homework club is available every day during 
school. This is open to all students and provides a calm environment in which to complete homework. It 
allows access to books, computers and printers. Those students who miss homework deadlines may be 
asked to attend a compulsory homework club for a period of time to support them to improve their 
organisational skills and homework habits.  
 



 

If you require further information about homework at TDMS, please visit the homework section of our 
website.  
 
We look forward to working with you in September to ensure that your child is successful at school by 
supporting them with their homework. If you would like further information relating to homework or would 
like to discuss the information in this letter, please do not hesitate to contact me at school.  
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Miss Green  
Assistant Headteacher 
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